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1.0 INTRODUCTION 

 

 

The CO Laser is capable of lasing at a large number of wavelengths..  Macken Instruments’  
Laser Spectrum Analyzer is an instrument designed to simultaneously monitor and visually 

display the most important of these wavelengths with greater resolution.  This display is 

accomplished through the use of a calibrated thermal sensitive screen which darkens at points 

corresponding to the wavelength(s) at which the laser is operating.  Calibrations in both 

wavelength and wave number are provided. 

 

The Spectrum Analyzer is calibrated at the factory and, with normal handling, should never need 

to be adjusted.  However, provisions have been made for checking the calibration and adjustment.  

As part of the initial inspection of the Spectrum Analyzer, one may wish to check the calibration 

of the instrument using the procedure described in Section 9.0.  Before attempting this check, one 

should at least read Sections 4.0 and 6.0 to obtain a working knowledge of the instrument 

 

 

 

C A U T I O N 
 

 

 

It is possible to damage the Thermal Sensitive Screen if the slit is opened too wide when working 

with laser beam power densities in excess of 25 watts/cm
2
.  All tests should start with the variable 

slit in the “closed” position.  The correct slit opening is the minimum opening which presents a 

good visual display. 
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2.0 SPECIFICATIONS 

 

Following is a list of the specifications for the Model 16A CO2 Laser Spectrum Analyzer 

 

Wavelength range ---------------------------- 4.8µ to 5.9µ 

Resolution ------------------------------------- .0016µ  (with Screen#7) 

Calibration accuracy ------------------------ Section 10 for inspector’s report 

Maximum continuous power -------------- 75 watts (Section 5.1) 

Maximum pulsed energy ------------------- Section 5.4 

Minimum continuous power 

  (focused) ------------------------------------- 0.03 watts *(with Screen#7) 

 --------------------------------------------------- 0.01 watts *(with Screen #8, See Section 5.2) 

Minimum pulsed energy 

  (focused “T” laser) ------------------------- 0.1 Joule (Section 5.4) 

Damage Limits ------------------------------- Section 5 .3 

Fluorescent screen response 

  Time ------------------------------------------ ¼ second 

Optical design -------------------------------- ¾ meter modified Ebert 

Total optical path length -------------------- 2.3 meters 

Acceptance angle ---------------------------- 2.5° horizontal 

 --------------------------------------------------- 1.5° vertical 

Slit width -------------------------------------- adjustable-closed to 0.6mm 

Weight ----------------------------------------- 21 pounds (9.5KG) 

Length ------------------------------------------ 18 inches (46cm) 

Width ------------------------------------------- 9.9 inches (25cm) 

Minimum height ----------------------------- 6.5 inches (16.5cm) 

Elevation of slit ------------------------------ 2.5 to 3.8 inches (6.3 to 9.6cm) 

Electrical power ------------------------------ 115V, 50 to 60 Hz, 10 watts 

  (See label) ----------------------------------- or 220V, 50 Hz, 10 watts 

CE Mark --------------------------------------- CE mark (certified) 
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3.0 OPTICAL DESIGN 

 

The 16C CO Laser Spectrum Analyzer is an infrared grating spectrascope designed to be used 

with IR molecular lasers. The optical design of the instrument is basically an Ebert Mount using a 

plain grating and a spherical mirror.  This well-known design has been modified so that the 

display screen can be located near the top of the instrument.  Also, folding mirrors are used to 

reduce the length. The Spectrum Analyzer has a ¾ meter dispersive distance and the overall 

optical path length within the instrument is 2.3 meters or 7-1/2 feet.  The long path length and the 

compact design restrict the optical acceptance angle of the instrument to 1-1/2° in a vertical plane 

and 2.5° in the horizontal plane.  Positioning the instrument so that the laser light does not enter 

within this acceptance cone will not create incorrect readings but simply cause the light to miss 

some element in the optical path and never reach the display screen. 

 

Figure 1 is a side view if the Spectrum Analyzer showing the essential components of the 

instrument.  The laser beam enters from the left striking the slit area.  The portion of the beam 

which passes through the slit will strike the beam monitor if the monitor is turned to the “in” 

position or will pas unobstructed to the calibrated scale when the beam monitor is in the “out” 

position.  Progressing past this point, the light then strikes the flat mirror, which folds the optical 

beam and introduces a slight vertical angular component to the direction of the light beam.  The 

beam then strikes the concave mirror which collimates the divergence introduced by the 

diffraction grating.  The grating is rigidly mounted in the flat mirror and held at a fixes angle by a 

wedge.  Only the light which is diffracted into the first order of the diffraction grating continues 

on to strike the curved mirror for a second time which focuses the image on the display screen.  

Each laser wavelength leaves the grating at a unique angle and is imaged at different points on the 

wavelength scale.  The light which is reflected off the grating into other diffraction orders strikes 

the cover of the Spectrum Analyzer and is absorbed. 
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4.0 COMPONENTS 

 

There are three functions the user must perform when operating the Spectrum Analyzer.  These 

are (1) controlling the input laser power; (2) positioning the instrument; and (3) reading the laser 

wavelength.  The components that are used when performing these functions are: 

 

4.1 Control of input laser power 

4.1.1 Variable slit 

 

4.2 Positioning 

4.2.1 Adjustable legs 

4.2.2 Alignment marks 

4.2.3 Beam Monitor 

 

4.3 Wavelength readout 

4.3.1 Hinged viewing lid 

4.3.2 Ultraviolet light 

4.3.3 Thermal sensitive screen 

4.3.4 Calibrated wavelength scale 

 

4.1 CONTROL OF INPUT LASER POWER 

4.1.1 VARIABLE SLIT 

 

The front of the Spectrum Analyzer contains a hole ¼ inch in diameter which is surrounded by 

several alignment marks.  The laser light is directed into this hole where it encounters the variable 

slit.  The light which does not pass through the slit is reflected off the slit at an angle so that it is 

absorbed.  The adjustment control for the variable slit is contained at the rear of the instrument.  

The slit can be adjusted from an opening of approximately 600µ to “closed”. 

 

The slit performs two functions.  First, it restricts the area the light can enter the instrument to a 

thin line at a known location.  The light that reaches the display screen is actually an inverted 

image of the light which has passed through the slit. 

 

Second, the slit controls the amount of light that enters the instrument and ultimately gets focused 

on the display screen.  Although the screen is capable of handling wide range of power densities, 

it is possible to damage the screen if too much laser power is allowed to enter the instrument.  

Therefore, when first positioning the Spectrum Analyzer, the slit control knob at the rear of the 

instrument should always start in the closed position.  Turning the opening until the maximum 

width is obtained at the “open” position.  During normal operating conditions, the slit will seldom 

have to be opened beyond the half-open position and usually will be operated in the vicinity of ¼ 

open.   
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4.2 POSITIONING THE SPECTRUM ANALYZER 

 

This section deals with the components designed to assist the user in positioning the Spectrum 

Analyzer.  The laser beam must bot strike the slit area and enter the Spectrum Analyzer within the 

1-1/2° x 2-1/2° acceptance angle. 

 

4.2.1  ADJUSTABLE LEG 

 

The positioning of the Spectrum Analyzer requires an elevation control to place the slit at the 

height of the laser beam.  The slit height can be adjusted from an elevation of 2-1/2 inches to 3-

3/4 inches using the screw-type adjustable legs.  If greater heights than this are required, blocks or 

lab jacks can be used under each of the three feet to place the instrument at an elevation within 

the adjustment range of the legs.  The legs can also be entirely unscrewed to permit lower 

mounting of the instrument.  However, one must be careful not to inadvertently unscrew the legs 

during adjustment. 

 

4.2.2  ALIGNMENT MARKS 

 

To help in the positioning of the Spectrum Analyzer, alignment marks are provided.  In the front 

of the Spectrum Analyzer, there are horizontal and vertical alignment marks around the slit that 

are used when making measurements to position the front of the instrument.  At the rear of the 

Spectrum Analyzer, there is a red dot that is also an alignment mark.  When the instrument is 

properly positioned, the laser beam would pass through the red dot.  Therefore, this dot can be 

used in determining the elevation and transverse position of the rear of the instrument. 

 

4.3.3 Beam Monitor 

 

The Beam Monitor is a small thermal sensitive screen located within the Spectrum Analyzer 

several inches behind the slit.  This screen can be rotated into place so that it intercepts and 

displays the light that has passed through the slit.  Use of the Beam Monitor greatly simplifies the 

positioning of the Spectrum Analyzer so that the input light can enter within the acceptance angle 

of the instrument. 

 

The Beam Monitor is viewed by lifting the hinged lid all the way open, then looking straight 

down into the instrument.  Its positioning is controlled from the rear of the Spectrum Analyzer.  

When the knob is turned into the “in” position, the Beam Monitor has been rotated into the path 

of the laser beam.  When the ultraviolet lamp within the Spectrum Analyzer is turned on, the 

Beam Monitor is illuminated so that it can provide a thermal display of the transmitted laser light.   

 

When using the Beam Monitor, the slit would normally start in the closed position.  The slit is 

then slowly opened until the fluorescing surface displays a dark line.  This is an image of the light 

which has considerably broader than the slit width because of diffraction spreading.  The position 

of the front of the Spectrum Analyzer can be checked by slowly moving the front from side to 

side until the best image is obtained.  Adjustment of the rear of the Spectrum Analyzer is 

accomplished by introducing the proper vertical and horizontal translations required to move the 

dark thermal image until it is centered on the fluorescent green dot located on the Beam Monitor.  

These adjustments of the rear of the instrument should be made using the front leg of the 

Spectrum Analyzer as pivot point is located under the slit, it will introduce a minimum of 

translation to the sit.  Once the slit image has been centered on the dot, the slit should be closed. 

The Beam Monitor should then be turned to the “out” position which moves in out of the optical 
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path. The slit can now be slowly reopened until the wavelength indications appear on the 

fluorescent display screen.   

 

4.3 WAVELENGTH READOUT 

4.3.1  HINGED VIEWING LID 

 

The wavelength scale is viewed by opening the hinged viewing lid at the top of the Spectrum 

Analyzer.  A friction sliding mechanism allows the lid to remain at any desired angle.  Under 

normal viewing conditions, this lid would only be opened wide enough to permit comfortable 

viewing of the wavelength scale. 

 

Under some circumstances, it may be desirable to completely remove the gray Spectrum 

Analyzer cover to obtain wide angle viewing of the display screen.  With the cover removed, the 

background illumination must be kept low enough not to interfere with the fluorescent display.  

When the instrument is not in use, the cover should be replaced. 

 

4.3.2  Ultraviolet Light 

 

The Spectrum Analyzer contains an ultraviolet light to illuminate the thermal sensitive screen and 

the fluorescent calibrations on the wavelength scale.  When the instrument is to be used, this light 

is turned on by depressing the button at the rear of the Spectrum Analyzer.  The self-starting 

fluorescent light requires about 5 seconds to turn on after this button has been depressed.  The 

fluorescent lamp should be turned off when the Spectrum Analyzer is not in use. 

 

The ultraviolet light emits only “longwave” ultraviolet radiation.  This light is much safer than the 

short wave UV, also the bulb is mounted inside in a such a way that it is not possible to look 

directly at it during regular use.  Should the bulb ever burn out, it can be replaced with a F6T5 

BLB bulb usually available through a local lighting distributor, or from Macken Instruments. 

 

4.3.3  FLUORESCENT THERMAL SENSITIVE SCREEN 

 

The conversion of infrared radiation to a visible image is made possible through the use of a 

fluorescent thermal sensitive display screen.  This is a membrane containing a phosphor which 

fluoresces yellow when illuminated by ultraviolet light.  The intensity of the fluorescence 

decreases with increasing temperature.  Therefore, when a portion of this screen is struck and 

heated by a laser beam, it appears to turn dark.  If excessive amounts of laser light strike this 

screen, the membrane can become too hot and be damaged.  This can always be prevented if the 

following precaution is taken:  The power density required to turn a portion of the screen 

completely black.  Therefore, if the slit opening is adjusted to find the point at which a line just 

becomes black, then this is a safe operating level.  Other less intense lines, of course, can still be 

seen as lower contrast images. 

 

IR molecular lasers usually run at a large number of rotational lines simultaneously.  The power 

in each of these lines can also vary over a wide range.  The thermal sensitive screen can 

simultaneously display rotational lines which differ in power density by a factor of ten.  If 

excessive amounts of laser light strike the screen the membrane can become too hot and be 

damaged.  It is possible to tell when one is approaching the damage limit in power density for a 

particular rotational line.  This can be recognized by noting the point at which the line width of a 

high power rotational line begins to broaden significantly compared to the lower power rotational 

lines.  If it is desired to view rotational lines which have a power densities less than 1/10 of the 
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strongest line, it becomes necessary to physically obstruct the portion of the screen which would 

display the strongest lines. 

 

Should the screen ever become damaged, the tension in the membrane is not sufficient to 

propagate a tear.  A new fluorescent surface is available by rotating the fluorescent thermal 

sensitive screen to expose the half of the screen that is normally obscured by the upper part of the 

wavelength scale.  To rotate the plate, the display screen is removed by unfastening the two 

outside mounting screws on the front of the Spectrum Analyzer.  The bar holding the fluorescent 

thermal sensitive screen can then rotated 180° and remounted on the plate.  When replaced, a new 

area of the screen will have been exposed without affect the calibration of the instrument. 

 

4.3.4  CALIBRATED WAVELENGTH SCALE 

 

The Spectrum Analyzer is calibrated both in wavelength and in wave number.  A scale containing 

fluorescent markings surrounds the display screen.  The portion of the scale below the fluorescent 

thermal sensitive screen indicates the wavelength in microns, while the upper scale shows wave 

number in cm
-1

.  When reading this scale the highest accuracy is obtained by positioning yourself 

perpendicular to the portion of the wavelength scale being examined. 

 

 

4.3.5  CARBON BAR DISPLAY SCREEN 

 

A rectangular carbon display bar screen has been included with the Spectrum Analyzer.  This 

carbon bar can be used to greatly increase the sensitivity of the Spectrum Analyzer when it is 

used with TEA, Q switched, or other pulsed lasers. The high peak power of these lasers produces 

a visible flash on the carbon screen to designate the laser wavelengths.  The minimum detectable 

energy using the carbon bar and focusing the light on the slit is about 0.003 joules per line. 

 

This carbon bar is designed to replace the standard thermal sensitive display screen supplied with 

each Spectrum Analyzer. To replace the standard screen with the carbon bar: 

 

1. There are four round head screws on the front of the Spectrum Analyzer.  Remove the two 

outside screws and carefully lift out the display screen/mounting bar unit. 

2. Detach the display screen from the mounting bar by removing the two inside screws. 

3. Insert the carbon bar into the Spectrum Analyzer in the volume previously occupied by the 

standard display screen. Attach the mounting bar to the Spectrum Analyzer, thereby 

retaining the carbon bar.  Areas of the carbon bar that are repeatedly being struck by the 

most intense of the rotational lines may, in time, decrease in sensitivity.  If it is desired to 

restore the initial sensitivity, the surface of the carbon bar can be rotated, or the surface can 

be sanded with fine sandpaper. 

 

Be sure to store the thermal sensitive display screen in a safe (preferably dark) place.  Storage in a 

plastic bag is recommended. 

 

After using the carbon bar, some carbon dust may remain on the back of the wave scale.  This 

residual carbon should be cleaned off before the membrane bar is attached to the Spectrum 

Analyzer. 
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5.0 OPERATIONAL LIMITS   

5.1 MAXIMUM CONTINUOUS POWER 

 

The maximum power dissipation limit for the Spectrum Analyzer has been computed to keep the 

instrument from becoming too hot when being used with high power beams.  Excessive 

temperature will cause the display screen to lose fluorescence in the same way as the heat from 

the laser beam causes the screen to darken.  Also, the temperature gradients produced within the 

metal cause a temporary misalignment of the optical components due to thermal expansion of the 

case.  This misalignment does not affect the calibration, but is confined entirely to a vertical 

translation of the image at excessive input powers.  This effect occurs only when the bottom of 

the instrument is at a different temperature from the upper part of the instrument. 

 

The maximum long-term power dissipation of the Spectrum Analyzer is 75 watts, but much 

higher power lasers can be used for short periods of time.  If higher power laser beams are to be 

used with this instrument, the recommended procedure is to partially block the laser beam with 

two fire bricks or two metal reflectors to make a crude slit.  This will transmit only the center 

section of the laser beam and reduce the power that must be dissipated by the Spectrum Analyzer 

to an acceptable level.  The instrument should be allowed to cool when the bottom of the 

instrument feels warm to the touch. 

 

5.2 MINIMUM CONTINUOUS POWER DENSITY 

 

The minimum average power density that can be seen depends on the polarization, number of 

wavelengths present and collimation of the beam.  A convenient rule is that about 2 watts/cm
2
 are 

required for each rotational line if horizontally polarized light is used.  The vertically polarized 

light requires about 3 times this value.   

 

An IR molecular laser can run at approximately 20 rotational lines simultaneously.  The weakest 

of these lines can contain about 1% of the total laser power.  Therefore to observe the weakest 

laser lines, the total power density at the slit may have to be as 200W per square centimeter for 

the #7 screen.  Depending on the laser power and beam diameter this may mean that the laser 

light must be focused on the slit opening.  On the other hand, if one is concerned only with 

monitoring the high power transitions or if there is some wavelength selection mechanism in the 

laser to limit the number of rotational lines, then it usually would not be necessary to focus the 

laser light on the slit. 

 

5.3 DAMAGE LIMITS 

 

The laser beam power density that is capable of damaging the display screen with the slit wide 

open is about 25 watts/cm
2
 for horizontal polarization and somewhat more than this for vertical 

polarization.  Power densities as high as 1000 watts per square centimeter can be used with this 

instrument provided: a) the necessary attenuation is achieved by controlling the slit width, and b) 

the maximum long term power dissipation capabilities of the instrument are not exceeded. 

 

The power density which can damage the screen is about ten times the power density required to 

produce a dark image.  As the damaging power density is approached the image on the 

wavelength display screen broadens to several times its normal width.  Therefore, there is always 

adequate indication of possible damage.  If one simply works with the minimum slit width which 

produces a good display, this will always be within the safe range.  Should the display screen ever 

be damaged, it is possible to flip the screen to obtain the new surface as described in Section 

4.3.3. 
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Replacement screens (model 16-RDS) and beam monitors (model 16-M) are available from 

Macken Instruments, Inc. 

 

 

5.4 PULSED LASER LIMITS 

 

A rectangular carbon bar display screen has been included with this Spectrum Analyzer.  This 

carbon bar can be used to greatly increase the sensitivity of the Spectrum Analyzer when it is 

used with pulsed lasers.  The high peak power of these lasers produces a visible flash on the 

carbon screen to designate the laser wavelengths.  The minimum detectable energy using the 

carbon bar and focusing the light on the slit is about .003 Joules per line (See directions in 

Section 4.3.5). 

 

The carbon bar cannot be permanently damaged by too high a power input, but under extreme 

circumstances it would be possible to damage the diffraction grating with too high a pulsed 

power.  However this damage occurs when the pulsed energy input exceeds 1000 times the 

energy required to produce a visible flash.  It is recommended that the variable slit be used to 

control the input power to the Spectrum Analyzer.  The slit can be opened gradually between 

pulses to find the optimum viewing conditions.  

 

The carbon bar may lose sensitivity in certain areas after repetitive shots.  This occurs when loose 

carbon particles on the surface of the bar have been vaporized.  This effect can be used to 

advantage when there are several lines running simultaneously.  In this case, the stronger lines 

will eventually have reduced intensity, making all lines more comparable in intensity. 

 

To restore the original sensitivity to the carbon bar, merely rub the carbon bar lightly with fine 

sandpaper.  Be careful to avoid getting carbon dust inside the instrument. 
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6.0 OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS 

 

This section gives a step-by-step procedure for setting up and using the Spectrum Analyzer.  

These steps are actually quite simple and once one becomes familiar with the instrument, it is 

possible to set it up for use in a couple of minutes.  The steps are as follows: 

 

1. Using the criteria set for in Section 5.2, decide whether the laser beam has sufficient power 

density to be detected unfocused.  If focusing is required, read Section 7 at this point. 

2. Measure the beam’s height and position above the table at the point where the front of the 

Spectrum Analyzer is to be placed. 

3. Block the laser beam. 

4. Place the Spectrum Analyzer on the table and elevate the slit to the height of the laser 

beam.  Position the rear of the Spectrum Analyzer so that the projected path of the laser 

beam would approximately pass through the red dot at the rear of the instrument. 

5. Open the hinged viewing hood to its maximum open position. 

6. Turn on the ultraviolet lamp by depressing the button at the rear of the instrument.  This 

lamp has a self-starter and will come on approximately 5 seconds after the button has been 

released. 

7. Turn the slit control knob at the rear of the Spectrum Analyzer to “closed” position.  Turn 

the Beam Monitor knob to the “in” position. 

8. Using an imaging device, check to see that the beam is going to strike the slit area.  (The 

ideal device is Macken Instruments’ Beam Probes, Model series 23 which are thin thermal 

imaging surfaces that can be placed right up against the front of the Spectrum Analyzer, or 

one of Macken Instruments’ Thermal Image Plates.  If crude devices are used, be careful 

not to allow any smoke products to coat the slit area.) 

9. View the fluorescing Beam Monitor by looking straight down through the opening in the 

cover.  If overhead light provide excessive external illumination on the Beam Monitor so 

that the surface fluorescence does not dominate the reflected room light, then it will be 

necessary to position oneself so that a shadow is cast on the Beam Monitor. 

10. Slowly open the slit by turning the control knob until a darkened image of the light that has 

passed through the slit appears on the Beam Monitor.  If no image has appeared when the 

slit is wide open, then either the front of the slit is not positioned within the laser beam or 

the beam is too low a power density to be used without focusing.  Usually, translating the 

front of the Spectrum Analyzer will quickly locate the laser beam if it is in the vicinity of 

the slit.  If the laser beam does not fill the full length of the slit, it is advisable to check to 

see if the beam is vertically centered on the slit.  This can be accomplished either by 

holding a small wire horizontally across the center of the slit and noting the pattern on the 

Beam Monitor, or by blocking the upper half of the slit and noting the effect on the Beam 

Monitor. 

 

 

CAUTION 

 

Translating the slit into the laser beam with the slit wide open can allow too much power to strike 

the Beam Monitor.  Therefore, search patterns should start with the slit nearly closed and then 

greater openings can be used.  Remember – the proper slit opening is the minimum opening 

which will produce a dark image. 

 

11. Once the slit is positioned in the center of the laser beam, the rear of the Spectrum Analyzer 

must be translated so that the dark beam image can be centered on the fluorescent dot 
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appearing on the Beam Monitor.  The front leg is used a pivot point for these motions.  The 

elevation of the rear of the Spectrum Analyzer and pivoting it about the front leg.  With the 

beam image centered on the dot, the Spectrum Analyzer is properly aligned. 

12. Close the slit, then turn the Beam Monitor to the “out” position. 

13. Lower the hinged viewing lid so that it is at a comfortable height but provides shading of 

the display screen. 

14. Slowly open the slit width until the dark wavelength indications appear on the yellow 

display screen.  Once again, the proper slit opening is the minimum opening that provides 

dark lines.  When the lines turn “black”, this is about a factor of 10 lower power density 

than the damage limit of the screen. 

15. Slightly translate the rear of the Spectrum Analyzer to peak up the intensity of the display 

screen. 

16. Reading the calibrated scale is accomplished by positioning oneself perpendicular to the 

screen to avoid parallax.  The front surface of the calibrated scale is approximately .030 

inches away from the display screen.  For further information about the calibrated scale, 

consult section 4.3.4.  The exact wavelength for each of the rotational lines is given in 

section 12 of this Manual. Also, comments on the accuracy of the calibration of your 

particular instrument are contained in the Inspector’s Report in Section 10. 

17. If the laser beam does not fill the full length of the slit, then darkened lines will be smaller 

than the width of the display screen.  The position of the darkened lines can be elevated on 

the display screen by lowering the front of the Spectrum Analyzer.  This will have no effect 

on the calibration accuracy. 
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7.0 FOCUSING THE LOWER POWER LASER BEAMS 

 

When the power density of the laser beam is too low to be seen on the Beam Monitor with the slit 

wide open, then it is necessary to increase the power density on the slit by focusing.  In order not 

to exceed the acceptance angle of the Spectrum Analyzer and waste laser energy, the F number of 

the focused beam should be between 15 and 40.  This is to say that the ratio of the focal length of 

the lens to the laser beam diameter is between 15 and 40.  To accomplish this, either lenses or 

mirrors can be used.  

 

Figure 2 shows two possible optical setups that can be used with a focusing mirror.  Layout A has 

a slightly smaller spot size than Layout B because the mirror is used more nearly on axis.  In 

Layout B, the beam should pass as close as possible to the edge of the Spectrum Analyzer to 

minimize the angle between the incident and reflected beams.  When focusing is required, one 

must be careful not to inadvertently produce a power density that could damage the thermal 

sensitive screen.  If the total laser power is greater than 0.1 watt, it is possible to damage the 

display screen if the slit is opened too wide.  For alignment of the Spectrum Analyzer using a 

focused beam, the general procedures outlined in Section 4.2 should be followed. 

 

When very low laser beam powers are displayed, polarization of the laser beam can have an 

important affect on the intensity of the display.  The efficiency of the diffraction grating varies 

considerably depending on whether the light is polarized parallel or perpendicular to the to the 

grating lines.  For this particular grating, light polarized in the horizontal plane is reflected with 

greater than 90% efficiency, while light polarized in the vertical plane is reflected with 

approximately 30% efficiency.  Normally, with higher power laser beams, this difference is 

compensated for by empirically determining the proper slit opening for a particular polarization.  

However, when very low power laser beams are to be displayed, the best results are obtained with 

horizontally polarized light.   

 

If a laser beam is vertically polarized and it is not possible to rotate the laser 90°, then the plane 

of polarization can be rotated using a half wave plate of a material such as cadmium sulfide. 

 

Another method is to introduce an optical arrangement such as shown in Figure 3 that uses two 

mirrors to rotate the plane of polarization 90°.  To accomplish this, the light beam must undergo 

two reflections, one in a vertical plane and one in a horizontal plane so that the resultant beam 

emerges at a 90° angle to the incident beam and at a different elevation.  This polarization 

rotation results purely from geometric considerations and even images are rotated 90° when they 

undergo this type of double reflection. 
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Figure 2 - Suggested Focusing Methods 
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8.0 EXTERNAL DETECTORS 

 

The Laser Spectrum Analyzer can be used as a monochrometer so that external detectors can 

monitor an individual rotational line.  To do this, the thermal sensitive screen is removed by 

unscrewing the two outside screws on the front of the Spectrum Analyzer.  Removal of the screen 

permits the laser beam to pass through the open area of the wavelength scale and come out into 

the working area in front of the Spectrum Analyzer.  Different long wavelength infrared detectors 

may require different mounting techniques, however, a typical setup is shown in the photograph 

on the third page of the Spectrum Analyzer data sheet (Section 12.0).  To select a single 

wavelength from the complete spectrum which passes thorugh the instrument, it is necessary to 

restrict the area captured by the detector using either a slit or a small area detector. One simple, 

but effective, slit is provided with the Spectrum Analyzer.  This slit is meant to slide into the 

elongated opening on the from of the Spectrum Analyzer that usually contains the thermal 

sensitive screen.  This slit should be lined up to allow the transmitting of the particular rotational 

line desired.  The divergence of the light that is transmitted through the slit depends somewhat on 

the width of the input slit, but is approximately  40 milliradians.  For other cases, such as 

monitoring multiple wavelengths or for scanning applications, special adapters should be 

constructed that could bolt onto the front of the Spectrum Analyzer using 6-32 screw holes which 

are normally used to support the display screen. 
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9.0 CALIBRATION 

 

The model 16 C CO Laser Spectrum Analyzer is calibrated at the factory and should never need 

adjustment.  However, it is quite simple to check the calibration and to make minor adjustments if 

they should ever be necessary. 

 

To check the calibration, a helium neon laser is used in place of the CO laser beam. The HeNe 

laser is aligned by following the same instructions given for the CO laser in Section 6.  With the 

helium neon laser, there is no danger of damaging the display screen, but for calibration, the 

adjustment knob should be set at approximately ¼ open. 

 

When the HeNe laser is sent into the instrument, it will produce  three different diffraction spots 

on the thermal sensitive phosphorous screen.  Obviously, these spots will be visible without the 

need for an ultraviolet light; however, it may be useful to turn on the ultraviolet light to illuminate 

the wavelength scale.  These three spots are the 16
th
 , 17

th
, and 18

th
  diffraction orders of the HeNe 

laser beam when it reflects off the diffraction grating.  However, since the diffraction grating is 

being used in the second order in this analyzer the three HeNe diffraction spots for calibration 

purposes correspond to 8, 8.5, or 9 times the HeNe laser wavelength measured in a vacuum 

(0.6330µ).  Therefore, for calibration the three spots from the HeNe laser should appear at: 

           Wavelength                          Wavenumber 

            5.064µ                                   1974.7 cm
-1

 

            5.3805µ                                 1858.6 cm
-1

 

            5.697µ                                   1755.3 cm
-1

 

           

 

For highest accuracy the HeNe spots can be vertically adjusted by raising and lowering the front 

of the Spectrum Analyzer so that the calibration marks appear close to the wavelength or 

frequency calibrations.  If adjustments are required, they can be made by removing the cover of 

the Spectrum Analyzer, then loosening the screws which hold the wavelength scale in place.  The 

scale can then be slid sideways to match the HeNe calibration marks.  When tightening these 

screws, one must be careful not to over-tighten or else some bowing of the metal scale may take 

place at the center.  Care should be taken not to introduce any elevation changes in the position of 

the scale.  The opening in the scale should parallel the line made by the three HeNe dots.  

 

If the Spectrum Analyzer has undergone some serious damage which would require calibration 

adjustments in excess of those which can be made by adjusting the wavelength scale, then the 

instrument should be returned to Macken Instruments for check out and recalibration. 
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10.0 INSPECTION REPORT 

 

Each Spectrum Analyzer has been individually calibrated and tested.  Since the wavelength scale 

is not custom made for each instrument, production considerations at times do not make it 

possible to obtain a perfect match at all parts of the spectrum between the observed and calculated 

position of each individual rotational line.  Therefore, this section is included to permit the 

inspector to comment on the characteristics of each instrument. 

 

Model Number  _________________ 

 

Serial Number __________________ 

 

Date Tested  ____________________ 

 

Methods of calibration used:  Initial calibration was made using the 16
th
, 17

th
 , and 18

th
 diffraction 

orders of a NeNe laser (see Section 9.0). 

 

Inspector’s Comments: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

11.0  WARRANTY 

 

Macken Instruments, Inc., makes no warranty, expressly or by implication except as set forth 

below.  Macken Instruments warrants that the products delivered hereunder will be in substantial 

conformity with applicable specifications and will be free from defects in material and 

workmanship.  Macken Instruments’ obligation under this warranty shall be limited to (at its 

option) repairing, replacing or granting a credit at the prices invoiced at the time of shipment for 

any of said products that shall within one year after shipment be returned to the factory of origin 

(transportation charges prepaid) and that are, after examination, disclosed to Macken Instruments’ 

satisfaction to be thus defective.  This warranty shall not apply to any of such products that shall 

have been subjected to physical, optical, or electrical abuse or misuse.  Macken Instruments shall 

not be liable for special or consequential damages of any nature with respect to any products or 

services sold or rendered hereunder. 
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12.0  CO LASER WAVELENGTH TABLE 

 

 

Wavelength                           Frequency                            Transition 

   λ vac. (µ)                                  cm
-1

                                   

                                                                                            5-4 Band 

   5.08691                                 1965.83                                P(18)         

   5.09806                                 1961.53                                P(19)       

   5.10937                                 1957.19                                P(20)       

   5.12079                                 1952.82                                P(21)       

   5.13237                                 1948.42                                P(22) 

    

   5.14405                                 1943.99                                P(23)         

   5.15597                                 1939.50                                P(24)       

   5.16794                                 1935.01                                P(25)       

   5.18009                                 1930.47                                P(26)       

   5.19236                                 1925.91                                P(27) 

 

                                                                                            6-5 Band   

   5.03755                                 1985.09                                P(7)         

   5.04750                                 1981.18                                P(8)       

   5.05755                                 1977.24                                P(9)       

   5.06773                                 1973.27                                P(10)       

   5.07807                                 1969.25                                P(11) 

 

   5.08845                                 1965.23                                P(12)         

   5.09905                                 1961.15                                P(13)       

   5.10985                                 1957.00                                P(14)       

   5.12030                                 1953.01                                P(15)       

   5.13157                                 1948.72                                P(16) 

 

   5.14268                                 1944.51                                P(17)         

   5.15390                                 1940.28                                P(18)       

   5.16527                                 1936.00                                P(19)       

   5.17681                                 1931.69                                P(20)       

   5.18848                                 1927.35                                P(21)  

 

   5.20026                                 1922.98                                P(22)         

   5.21218                                 1918.58                                P(23)       

   5.22422                                 1914.16                                P(24)       

   5.23649                                 1909.68                                P(25)       

   5.24882                                 1905.19                                P(26)  

      

   5.26137                                 1900.66                                P(27)       

   5.27396                                 1896.11                                P(28)  

      

 

 

 

Wavelength                           Frequency                            Transition 
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   λ vac. (µ)                                  cm
-1

                                   

                                                                                            7-6 Band 

   5.10410                                 1959.21                                P(7)         

   5.11418                                 1955.35                                P(8)       

   5.12445                                 1951.43                                P(9)       

   5.13485                                 1947.48                                P(10)       

   5.14530                                 1943.52                                P(11) 

    

   5.15595                                 1939.51                                P(12)         

   5.16666                                 1935.49                                P(13)       

   5.17765                                 1931.38                                P(14)       

   5.18865                                 1927.28                                P(15)       

   5.19980                                 1923.15                                P(16) 

 

   5.21110                                 1918.98                                P(17)         

   5.22256                                 1914.77                                P(18)       

   5.23420                                 1910.51                                P(19)       

   5.24590                                 1906.25                                P(20)       

   5.25776                                 1901.95                                P(21) 

 

   5.26981                                 1897.60                                P(22)         

   5.28189                                 1893.26                                P(23)       

   5.29423                                 1888.85                                P(24)       

   5.30674                                 1884.40                                P(25)       

   5.31924                                 1879.97                                P(26) 

 

   5.33204                                 1875.45                                P(27)         

   5.34494                                 1870.93                                P(28)       

 

                                                                                            8-7 Band   

   5.17220                                 1933.41                                P(7)         

   5.18250                                 1929.57                                P(8)       

   5.19290                                 1925.71                                P(9)       

   5.20345                                 1921.80                                P(10)       

   5.21410                                 1917.88                                P(11) 

 

   5.22498                                 1913.88                                P(12)         

   5.23600                                 1909.85                                P(13)       

   5.24710                                 1905.81                                P(14)       

   5.25835                                 1901.74                                P(15)       

   5.26966                                 1897.66                                P(16) 

 

   5.28118                                 1893.52                                P(17)         

   5.29284                                 1889.34                                P(18)       

   5.30467                                 1885.13                                P(19)       

   5.31663                                 1880.90                                P(20)       

   5.32871                                 1876.63                                P(21)  

 

 

 

Wavelength                           Frequency                            Transition 
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   λ vac. (µ)                                  cm
-1

                                   

   5.34095                                 1872.33                                P(22)         

   5.35334                                 1867.99                                P(23)       

   5.36585                                 1863.64                                P(24)       

   5.37860                                 1859.22                                P(25)       

   5.39141                                 1854.80                                P(26)  

      

   5.40442                                 1850.34                                P(27)       

   5.41751                                 1854.87                                P(28)  

 

                                                                                            9-8 Band   

   5.24195                                 1907.69                                P(7)         

   5.25250                                 1903.85                                P(8)       

   5.26310                                 1900.02                                P(9)       

   5.27380                                 1896.17                                P(10)       

   5.28465                                 1892.27                                P(11) 

 

   5.29570                                 1888.32                                P(12)         

   5.30695                                 1884.32                                P(13)       

   5.31820                                 1880.33                                P(14)       

   5.32964                                 1876.30                                P(15)       

   5.34127                                 1872.21                                P(16) 

 

   5.35298                                 1868.12                                P(17)         

   5.36485                                 1863.98                                P(18)       

   5.37692                                 1859.80                                P(19)       

   5.38906                                 1855.61                                P(20)       

   5.40138                                 1851.38                                P(21)  

 

   5.41385                                 1847.11                                P(22)         

   5.42648                                 1842.82                                P(23)       

   5.43926                                 1838.49                                P(24)       

   5.45225                                 1834.11                                P(25)       

   5.46533                                 1829.72                                P(26)  

      

   5.47852                                 1825.31                                P(27)       

   5.49191                                 1820.86                                P(28)  

 

                                                                                            10-9 Band   

   5.32415                                 1878.23                                P(8)         

   5.33490                                 1874.45                                P(9)       

   5.34590                                 1870.59                                P(10)       

   5.35695                                 1866.73                                P(11)       

   5.36820                                 1862.82                                P(12) 

 

   5.37950                                 1858.91                                P(13)         

   5.39110                                 1854.91                                P(14)       

   5.40274                                 1850.91                                P(15)       

   5.41457                                 1846.87                                P(16)       

   5.42651                                 1842.80                                P(17) 

Wavelength                           Frequency                            Transition 
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   λ vac. (µ)                                  cm
-1

                                   

   5.45087                                 1834.57                                P(19)         

   5.46328                                 1830.40                                P(20)       

   5.47582                                 1826.21                                P(21)       

   5.48850                                 1821.99                                P(22)       

   5.50138                                 1817.73                                P(23)  

 

   5.51442                                 1813.43                                P(24)         

   5.52762                                 1809.10                                P(25)       

   5.54091                                 1804.76                                P(26)       

   5.55438                                 1800.38                                P(27)       

 

                                                                                            11-10 Band 

   5.4080                                   1849.11                                P(9)         

   5.4196                                   1845.15                                P(10)       

   5.4299                                   1841.65                                P(11)       

   5.4425                                   1837.40                                P(12)       

   5.45402                                 1833.51                                P(13)  

  

   5.46571                                 1829.59                                P(14)         

   5.47763                                 1825.61                                P(15)       

   5.48968                                 1821.60                                P(16)       

   5.50189                                 1817.56                                P(17)       

   5.51421                                 1813.50                                P(18)  

 

   5.52667                                 1809.41                                P(19)         

   5.53927                                 1805.29                                P(20)       

   5.55207                                 1801.13                                P(21)       

   5.56503                                 1796.94                                P(22)       

   5.59147                                 1788.44                                P(24)  

 

   5.60494                                 1784.14                                P(25) 

 

                                                                                            12-11 Band 

   5.4842                                   1823.41                                P(9)         

   5.4946                                   1819.96                                P(10)       

   5.5072                                   1815.81                                P(11)       

   5.5187                                   1812.02                                P(12)       

   5.5299                                   1808.35                                P(13)  

  

   5.5424                                   1804.28                                P(14)         

   5.57904                                 1792.42                                P(17)       

   5.59158                                 1788.40                                P(18)       

   5.60436                                 1784.33                                P(19)       

   5.61725                                 1780.23                                P(20)  

 

   5.64350                                 1771.95                                P(22)         

   5.65687                                 1767.76                                P(23)       

   5.67044                                 1763.53                                P(24)       

   5.68414                                 1759.28                                P(25)       
Wavelength                           Frequency                            Transition 
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   λ vac. (µ)                                  cm
-1

                                   

                                                                                            13-12 Band 

   5.5971                                   1786.64                                P(12)         

   5.6087                                   1782.95                                P(13)       

   5.63304                                 1775.24                                P(15)       

   5.65816                                 1767.36                                P(17)       

   5.67098                                 1763.36                                P(18)  

 

   5.68396                                 1759.34                                P(19)         

   5.69712                                 1755.27                                P(20)       

   5.71042                                 1751.18                                P(21)       

   5.73754                                 1742.91                                P(23)         

   5.75142                                 1738.70                                P(24)  

 

                                                                                            14-13 Band 

   5.6546                                   1769.18                                P(10)         

   5.6654                                   1765.10                                P(11)       

   5.6780                                   1761.18                                P(12)       

   5.71361                                 1750.12                                P(15)       

   5.72642                                 1746.29                                P(16)  

 

   5.73931                                 1742.37                                P(17)         

   5.95243                                 1738.40                                P(18)       

   5.77911                                 1730.37                                P(20)       

   5.79264                                 1726.33                                P(21)         

   5.80636                                 1722.25                                P(22)  

 

   5.82031                                 1718.12                                P(23)       

   5.83441                                 1713.97                                P(24)         

   5.84874                                 1709.77                                P(25)  

 

                                                                                            15-14 Band 

   5.78346                                 1727.07                                P(14)         

   5.79633                                 1725.23                                P(15)       

   5.80927                                 1721.39                                P(16)       

   5.83581                                 1712.56                                P(18)       

   5.84935                                 1709.59                                P(19)  

 

   5.86300                                 1705.61                                P(20)         

   5.87689                                 1701.58                                P(21)       

   5.89088                                 1697.54                                P(22)       

   5.90507                                 1693.46                                P(23)         

   5.91951                                 1689.33                                P(24)  

 

                                                                                            16-15 Band 

   5.89450                                 1696.50                                P(16)         

   5.90789                                 1692.65                                P(17)       

   5.92156                                 1688.74                                P(18)       

   5.94923                                 1680.89                                P(20)       

   5.96338                                 1676.90                                P(21)  

   5.97768                                 1672.89                                P(22)  

 

Wavelength                           Frequency                            Transition 
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   λ vac. (µ)                                  cm
-1

                                   

                                                                                            17-16 Band 

   5.98177                                 1671.75                                P(16)         

   5.99553                                 1667.91                                P(17)       

   6.00939                                 1664.06                                P(18)       

   6.02348                                 1660.17                                P(19)       

   6.03774                                 1656.28                                P(20)  

 

                                                                                            18-17 Band 

   6.05755                                 1650.83                                P(15)         

   6.07145                                 1647.05                                P(16)       

   6.0856                                   1643.22                                P(17)       

   6.09961                                 1639.45                                P(18)       

   6.12845                                 1631.73                                P(20)  

 

                                                                                            19-18 Band 

   6.14904                                 1626.27                                P(15)         

   6.16288                                 1622.62                                P(16)       

   6.17712                                 1618.88                                P(17)       

   6.1924                                   1614.88                                P(18)       

   6.2068                                   1611.14                                P(19)  

 

                                                                                            20-19 Band 

   6.24320                                 1601.74                                P(15)         

   6.25712                                 1598.18                                P(16)       

   6.27228                                 1594.32                                P(17)       

   6.2870                                   1590.58                                P(18)       

 

                                                                                            21-20 Band 

   6.3260                                   1580.78                                P(14)         

   6.33936                                 1577.45                                P(15)       

   6.3552                                   1573.51                                P(16)       

   6.38476                                 1566.23                                P(17)   

 

                                                                                            22-21 Band 

   6.4252                                   1556.37                                P(14)         

   6.43968                                 1552.87                                P(15)       

   6.45488                                 1549.22                                P(16)       

   6.4704                                   1545.50                                P(17)       

    

                                                                                            23-22 Band 

   6.5120                                   1535.63                                P(13)         

   6.5268                                   1532.14                                P(14)       

   6.5424                                   1528.49                                P(15)       

   6.5584                                   1524.76                                P(16)       

 

                                                                                            24-23 Band 

   6.6476                                   1504.30                                P(15)         

   6.6632                                   1500.78                                P(16)       
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